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My husband David and I, along with our two daughters adopted from China, ages 15 and 14, just 
saw "Somewhere Between" this afternoon in Philadelphia. Anna (from Guixi) and Mary Ruth 
(Lu'an City, Anhui) both liked the film a lot, as did my husband and I. We thought it was not only 
very moving but really well done in its coverage of difficult topics that, even if they are very 
uncomfortable to discuss or even think about, are realities for our children. In the film, there was 
no "sugar-coating" of what it is like to be born in China and, at a young age, be removed from 
everyone and everything one is familiar with and transplanted somewhere else. The personal 
experiences of growing up as a Chinese adoptee in a white American family were eloquently, I 
thought, expressed by all four young women profiled. They loved their adoptive families with 
whom they had been placed, that was very clear. And yet, it was also clear that they struggled 
with identity, each in their own way.  
 
There were certainly emotional moments for all of us watching throughout the film, ranging from 
laughter to sadness, but that's one thing I really liked. It portrayed four girls adopted from China 
from their own, very different at times, perspective, with all of the accompanying ranges of 
emotion. As difficult as that is to watch for us as adoptive parents, I feel this film gives our 
children one more really needed avenue to affirm many of the thoughts they have perhaps tried 
not to deal with or express, even to themselves. It makes it okay to question, seek answers, think 
about, and express many things that our children wonder about as part of their legacy from China.  
 
Anna and Mary Ruth said that they could identify with several of the girls and that there were 
some funny moments in the film that they especially liked. Both of them also expressed similar 
feelings of relating to the girls adopted from China in Dr. Changfu Chang's two latest films, 
"Daughter's Return" and "Sophia's Journey", when we saw them together as a family. All of these 
films are perceived by most adoptive parents (myself included) as "heavy hitters"...films that deal 
with some of the "harsh realities" of international adoption from China. What has struck me, 
however, is how well children can handle topics that for many of us produce a fear that somehow 
damage will result by having our children watch them. If anything, I fear more the bottling up of 
feelings and emotions that too many adoptees may feel they cannot or should not express. 
"Somewhere Between" allows all of us to come face to face with some tough issues: 
abandonment, the perception of race, inconsistencies in international adoption, prejudice, 
searching for birth family, gender preference, etc., and to arrive at a better, stronger place thanks 
to the efforts of the film's producer and the individuals and families portrayed.  
 
This wonderful film is, in my opinion, a perfect opportunity for a (hopefully) ongoing discussion 
with our children of some tough issues that I feel sure most of them think about to varying 
degrees as they grow and mature, mine included. 
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